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Summary: Female’s mating tactics display a wide range of variation in animals, both within and among 
populations. In polytocous species, females can maximize fitness not only by choosing the best males, 
but also by increasing the genetic diversity of their offspring. As a consequence, multiple paternities 
within a single litter or brood have been regularly documented, even if the rate of multiple paternity 
varies a lot among and within populations. So far, the ecological factors and selective pressures 
responsible for this intra-specific variation remain poorly understood. Under current theories on life-
history evolution, females should seek multiply-sired litters or broods when the benefits of multiple 
paternity (either directly through fertilization insurance or indirectly through genetic incompatibility 
avoidance) outweigh their costs. However, the costs and benefits of multi-paternity for female should 
vary according to both their phenotypic attributes and the ecological context. In this project, we will 
investigate the influence of female’s age (that strongly influence phenotypic performance in most 
mammals) on individual variation in the magnitude of multiple paternity in two populations of roe deer 
(Capreolus capreolus) subjected to markedly different environmental context. In both populations, roe 
deer have been monitored for more than 40 years, and multi-generational pedigrees are available.  

 In these roe deer populations, we previously reported that males suffer from reproductive 
senescence (e.g. smaller antlers in the old males) and that oldest females avoid to mate with the old 
males. This mating tactic might be adaptive because oldest females should avoid paying the cumulative 
cost of their own reproductive senescence and of that of their partner. Therefore, old males can only 
mate with young females. As female roe deer can play an active role in mate choice by making short rut 
excursions, we predict that young adult females should display more multiple mating than old ones. 

Overall, the objectives of this project will be twofold: (i) performing a thorough assessment of 
male reproductive senescence in roe deer by analysing the age-specific variation in antler length) and (ii) 
analysing how age influences the propensity of females to initiate multiple mating. 
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